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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
History
Lee County is a diversified crop-growing county
in southeast central Texas with income supplemented
by

livestock raising, trade, and industry.

Farm and

small city and town population is rather stable with
no radical shift in recent years.

The population is

largely native born, mostly Anglo-Americans with considerable German-Czech-American; some Mexican stock;
some Negroes. l

This county was created from Washington,

Burleson, Bastrop, and Fayette counties in 1874, and
organized the same year.
Robert E. Lee.

2

It was named for General

In 1855, 500 Wends {Group of Slavic

origin with historic roots in Prussia and Saxony) migrated from Germany and founded Serbin, six miles south
of Giddings, as the oldest Wendish community in Texas.
A Giddings newspaper, The Town, is said to own the only
Wendish type font in America. 3
This county is partly on secondary blackland and

2

Texas Almanac, p. 557.

Ibid., P• 537.
3Ibid., p. 557.
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partly in Post Ask Belt.

It is drained by Yequa Creek.

As to the resources of Lee County, the writer finds
that red sand predominates.

There is also sandy loam,

red clay, black alluvial; mineral includes small oil production, some peat mines, fuller earth, fire clay, and
lignite deposits.
The leading crop of Lee County is peanuts.

Cotton

(3,008 bales in 1948,, . grain sorghums, hay, sweet and
Irish potatoes, peaches, and berries are among the general
production of the county.

The home production of vegetables

and home canning introduced in recent years provide substantial subsistence for the farm family.
The population of Lee County in 1940 was 12,751. The
farm value of Lee County is $6,647,922.

The farm popula-

tion numbers 7,48$ with an annual income of $6,896,000.
The farm tax valuation is $7,121,683.

The retail sales

average $4,317,000.
Giddings, Texas, population 2,166, is the county seat
which is also the main retail and shipping point.

Giddings

is well known for a large turkey and egg plant.
The outstanding annual events of Lee County are the
County Fair and the Annual Peanut Festival.
The .history of Post Ask Community as such, does not
lend itself to an extensive working out.

Some of the

better known figures in the early years of Post Oak
Community are Rumal Colvin, Robert (Bob) Johnson, and Oscar
Oliver.

Robert Johnson served as Justice of Peace for

3
twenty years.

It might be cited here that he kept his own

records for his entire period of service.

Working with

Robert Johnson as deputy, Oscar Oliver became an unforgettable figure in the early history of Post Oak Community.
Rumal Colvin was well known for his singularly influence on
the farmers of this community.

He possessed vast amounts

of property.
These persons who are mentioned above are so mentioned
because they were the ones who helped to shape and mold the
community as it now stands.

Post Oak Community is the

largest single community in Lee County.
controlled by Negroes.

It is owned and

Its lands are evaluated at $135,000.

Vocational Agricultural Education made its entry into
Post Oak Community in 1928 when T. G. Givens assumed the
duties and responsibilities as the vocational agricultural
education teacher.

It was during this period that adjust-

ments had to be made, for the workings of the Smith- Hughes
Act was soon to be consolidated into the Department of The
Interior.

Givens wor ked until 1935 when he was replaced

by W. H. Tompkins, who worked until 1941.

At this be-

ginning stage in vocational agricultural education, enthusiasm was at its peak.

Much constructive work was done.

In one instance, it is reported that a group of some
twenty Negroes, under the able leadership of Tompkins,
bought a farm from a reputed wealthy white farmer.

The

Land was divided into shares; each person could buy as
many shares as his finance would permit.

No single person

4

could at that time purchase the land alone, for the entire estate was estimated at a huge sum of money.

As a

result of this venture, many of the new and improved
practices of farming was studied and supervised by the
teacher.
After Tompkins left in 1941, L. D. Bauknite assumed
the position as teacher.

Tompkins returned in 1942 and

worked until 1946, at which time no teachers were employed
to carry on the work of the program.
In 1947, L.

c.

Rutledge took over the job as teacher.

From 1948 to 1949, A. F. Douglass assumed the position of
teacher.

The present teacher is Isiah McNeal, who worked

until the present time.
In the developmental stage of the program, teachers
were hired only on a combination of principal-agriculture
teacher.

When A. F. Douglass was principal-teacher, he

separated the two positions and placed the teacher of
vocational agriculture on a full time basis.
Purpose E.f

lli

Study

The purpose of this study is to determine the extent
the teaching of vocational agriculture has influenced the
Negro land-owner- farmers in using improved practices in
maintaining, restoring, and improving the fertility of their
soils by: (a) terracing, (b) ditching, (c) cover cropping,
(d) contour cultivating, (e) strip cropping, (f) using barnyard manures to put on the soil, (h) planting legumes, (i)
applying commercial fertilizers, (j) planting land (too

steep for field crop production) to p~rmanent pasture, (k)
controlling gullies, (1) gradually deepening the soils.
Statement of Assumption
1.

Farmers are likely to improve faster after taking

vocational agricultural instruction.
2.

The result of this study might furnish informa-

tion which would show that more emphasis should be put on
adult or evening school class instruction.

3.

The result of this study might reveal that more

local supervision and follow-up of instruction may be
needed.

4.

It may help in revising the Vocational-Agricul-

tural Program.
Scope o f ~ Study
This study involves a survey of 48 farm owner-operators
in Post Oak Community where vocational Agriculture has been
taught 22 years.
Related Studies

In order to gain a clear and concise understanding of
the study at hand, the writer has found similar and related
studies made by students and authorities in the field of
agricultural education.
During the war years both the Soil Conservation Service
and the Extension Service stressed the use of conservation
practices in growing the expanded acreages of crops.
the war the Soil Conservation Service put most of its

Before
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mphasis on the development of complete farm plans.
R. A. Winston, Technical Secretary of the Soil Erosion
Service, in a study of the erosion problem states: 1
The erosion problem can be met and solved
through a close purposeful cooperation between
the farmer and the Government. Such a relationship is essentially basic for any effective control program, and meets fairly the American tradition of property rights in land, as well as
the new concept that public welfare requires a
greater degree of helpful coop~ration in private
enterprise, in agriculture and land use, as well
as in the fields of industry and finance.
In spite of recent progress, the Soil Conservation
Service estimates that out of the 300 million acres where
the soil conservation problem is critical, only 15 million
acres are now farmed as they should be - with conservation
practices and rotations adapted to the soil resources of
the farm as a whole.

This entire )00 million ac.r e area

should be covered with conservation practices within a 12year period if critical losses are to be avoided.
As a result of the combined programs of the Soil Conservation Service, the Extension Service, and the Agricul-

tural Adjustment Agency, increases in the use of selected
2

practices (Table Below) took place between 1939 and 1944.

TABLE 27
Increase In

Thousands of Acres
Contour tillage and terracing •••••••••••••••••••
Contour tillage alone •••••••••••••••••••••••.••••
Terracing alone •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Strip cropping ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Crop residue management •••••••••••••••••••••••••
Legume (?over crops ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

3,500
6.800

700
3,500
7,700
2,500

1R. A. Winston, u. s. Dept. of The Interior, 1934.
2
Walter W. Wilcox, The Farmer!!!~ Second World!!!:,

p. 107.
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George W. Collier, of the Soil Conservation Service,
estimated the reduction of soil losses associated with
each of the foregoing practices and came to the conslusion
that more wide spread use of conservation practices offset

about half the extra losses occasioned by more intertilled
crops.

Thus he consludes that the net effect of the war

on soil losses was an increase in the rate of loss of 1 to
2 per cent, with the Corn Belt and the Lake States the
only areas where greatly increased soil losses occurred. 1
In 1944, Langrum, in an effort to determine the
effectiveness of vocational agricultural instruction in
the eight school districts of Houston County, made a study
of the supervised farming programs of 100 of the 319
farmers enrolled in evening school classes and the programs of the work of the eight vocational agriculture
teachers employed in these schools.
The farmers were found to be engaged in a diversity
of activities of which an investigation was made of six of
their major farm enterprises: soil conservation, livestock
improvement, poultry i .mprovement, full crops, home orchards
and home improvement.

It was found that in the six enter-

prises, they were improving 37 practices in their supervised farming programs under the supervision of their respective vocational agriculture teachers. 2
Ibid.

2-

Henry Clay Langrum, "The Evidences of Effectiveness of
Instruction in Vocational Agriculture in Houston County,
Texas," p.
Unpublished Thesis of Prairie View A. & M.
College, 1944.

Definition .2! Terms
~

by

erosion.

The wearing away of the land surface

running water, wind, or other geological agents, in-

cluding such processes as creep •
.§.2.!!. erosion.

Removal of soil material from the

solum by wind or running water, including normal soil
erosion and accelerated soil erosion •
.§2!!. Fertility.

The quality that enables a soil to

provide the proper chemical compounds, in the proper
amounts and in the proper balance, for the growth of
specified plants, when factors such as light, temperature,
and the physical condition of the soil are favorable.
Gully.

A channel produced by erosion especially

accelerated soil erosion, too deep to be obliterated by
normal tillage.

These erosion-produced channels ordinar-

ily carry water only during or immediately after rains, or
following the melting of snow.

1!!!s!• The total natural and cultural environment
within which production must take place.
Sheet erosion.

The removal of a more or less uniform

layer of material from the land surface by erosion, although at any one time the eroding surface usually consists of numerous unstable or temporary small rills •
.§.21!.

The natural medium for the growth of land

plants on the surface of the earth.

A natural body on the

surface of the earth in which plants grow, composed of organic and mineral materials.

9

Strip cropping.

Strip cropping is a practice of

growing ordinary farm crops in long strips of variable
widths, across the line of slope, approximately on the
contour, on which dense growing crops are seeded in alternate strips with clean-tilled crops.
Terrace.
or both)

(For control of run-off, or soil erosion,

A broad surface channel or embankment construct-

ed across the sloping lands on, or approximately on contour lines, at specific intervals.

The terrace intercepts

surplus run-off, to retard it for infiltration or to direct
the flow to an outlet at nonerosive velocity.
Topsoil.

A general term sometimes applied to the

surface portion of the soil, including the average plow
depth.

The term is very vague and can be only precisely

defined as to depth or productivity in reference to a particular soil type.
!!_! climate.

A climate with enough moisture to main-

tain a rain-forest.
Statement

.2f Thesis Problem

To find how effective vocational agricultural instruction has been in the Post Oak Community, Lee County,
Texas.
To find the cause for not using more improved practices.

CHAPTER II

COLLECTION AND COMPILATION OF DATA

Criteria

f2!: Selection

Farmers surveyed for this study were selected according to the following set of criteria:
1.

Farm owner-operator

2.

Resident of the Post Oak Community

-----------Source of Data

Data for this thesis was secured partly from the

Texas Almanac with specific reference to the history of
Lee County.

Information concerning the development of

Vocational Agricultural Education was obtained from the
United States Department Office of Education Bulletin,
Federal Cooperation in Agricultural Extension Work.

Other

related material was found in a thesis by Henry Clay
Langrum, "The Evidences of Effectiveness of Instruction in
Vocational Agriculture in Houston County, Texas."

Material

was also found in the Agricultural Yearbooks dating from

1938 to 1949.
A checklist questionnaire filled out by 48 farm owneroperators of Post Oak Community served as the eource of
data for the material and statistics found in Chapter III.
Visitations were made personally by the writer to secure

11

information concerning the development of vocational
agricultural education in Post Oak Community.
Collection...2f Data
A survey was made of 48 farm-owner-operators in
Post Oak Community.

A check-list questionnaire was pre-

sented to each of the farmers by the writer.

The ques-

tionnaire was filled in by each person in the presence of
the writer.

In view of the fact that the writer knew

most of the farmers personally and had worked with them
prior to this time, each farmer was somewhat compelled to
give accurate information regarding each of the practices
listed in the questionnaire.

The securing of data for this study to determine the
effectiveness of the vocational agricultural instruction
in Post Oak Community Ledbetter Lee County, Texas required
a great deal of planning.
The following procedure was used:
1.

Finding if farmers ever received vocational agricultural instruction.

2.

Listing improved practices used as checked on
questionnaire by farmers.

).

Finding where farmers received information as to
how to use the improved practices.

4.

Ascertaining obstacles encountered which prevented
the usage or adoption of the improved practices
listed in the questionnaire.

5.

Comparing the frequency of findings.

12

-=--------- - -

Tabulation of Data
In order to get a true picture of the activities of

the survey, farmers were grouped into two groups, those
who used the practices and those who did not use the practices.

A reason for not using a given practice was check-

ed by each.

In some instances the farmer gave other

reasons not listed in the questionnaire.

In the case a

farmer used a given practice he was to give the year or
years he did so~ the number of acres involved, and where
he got his information.
In the following chapter, Analysis and Interpretation
of Data, we shall ascertain the obstacles encountered
which prevented the adoption of practices listed in the
questionnaire and compare the frequency of findings.

Also,

· the extent of instruction as related to the farmers who
adopted practices is pointed out.

A relationship also

exists between those farmers who adopted practices and who
had had instruction and those farmers who had not had instruction and had adopted the improved practices.

CHAPTER III
ANALYSIS AND INTERPRETATION OF DATA
General Information
The general information of the farmers surveyed centers around the number of farmers surveyed; number of
years that the farmers owned their farm; total acres used
for pasture land and the total acres used for home sites.
The number of farmers that attended vocational schools and

vocational classes such as evening school, day unit or
part-time, and the years attended are also factors under
consideration.
It was found in the survey that farm owner-operators

owned their farms during a range of from two to seventy
years with a total of 824 acres being used for field crops;
a total of 1,6501 acres for pasture land and forty six and
one fourth acres for home sites.
It was found further, that a total of twenty five

farmers had received instruction of some kind in evening
school and all-day school.

All-day students were seven,

the evening school members were twenty.
ance range from 1928 to 1950.

Dates of attend-

Table I shows the number of

farmers attending school for a span of one to six years
and over six years.

..:t

TABLE I

r-t

FARMERS WHO RECEIVED INSTRUCTION IN VOCATIONAL AGRICULTURAL SCHOOLS

Instruction In

Number Who Attended School For
One Two Three Four Five Six Over Six

All-Day School

1

Day Unit

- - -

Part-Time
Evening School
No Vocational
Agricultural
Instruction
Total

9

2

2

I+

l

2

2

1

-

10

Note:

1

Total
7

Per Cent of Total
Surveyed
ll.. 58%

2

20

41.67'1,

3

6

3

l

2

2

Some of these farmers attended all-day and evening school classes.
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For general information the following improved practices gives the number of farmers who did and who did not
use them.

See Table II.

TABLE II

Practices

Number Who
Used Them

Number Who Did
Not Use Them

Terracing

2

46

Ditching

5

43

Strip Cropping

7

41

Contour Cultivating

5

43

Cover Cropping

7

41

Using Barnyard
Manures

31

17

Making Compost

O

48

16

32

Applying Commercial
Fertilizers
13

35

Planting Land (too
steep for crop production) to Pastures 4

44

Controlling Gullies

9

39

Gradually Deepening
the Soils

8

40

Planting Legumes

16
Terracing
From the survey of this improved practice studied to
determine the effectiveness of vocational agricultural education, the following information was revealed.
Of the twenty-five farmers taking agricultural instruction, two of them terraced their lands, whereas the
twenty-three farmers not taking the instruction did not
terrace their lands.
Of the forty-eight farmers surveyed, forty-six did
not terrace their land.

Table III shows the reasons why

these farmers did not terraceo

TABLE III
FARMERS WHO DID NOT TERRACE THEIR LAND

Number

Per Cent

.31

67.39%

Did Not Want To

1

2.17%

Did Not Need To

6

13.05%

Did Not Have The Equipment

7

15.22%

Other Reasons

1

2.17%

46

100.00%

Reasons For Not Terracing
Did Not Know How

Totals

It should be noted that the greatest per cent of the
farmers did not terrace because of the lack of knowledge.
31 or 67.59 per cent did not know how to terrace.

The

equipment which 1s the cause of 15.22 per cent or seven
farmers to not terrace, is not as vital a factor as the
lack of knowledge.

It should be further pointed out that

some of those who stated that they did not need it, were
not aware of the erosion that was taking place on their
farms as observed by the surveyor.
Ditching
Five farmers out of the forty-eight farmers surveyed
had ditched their lands.

Out of the five that ditched

their land, t hree were directly influenced by the vocational

Two stated that they saw others

agricultural instructor.

This does not mean however, that they did not

ditch.

receive instruction at all.

In some cases they received

instruction or followed the practice of other farmers,

who had been taking agricultural instruction.

Table IV

reveals this.

TABLE IV
FARMERS WHO DITCHED THEIR LAND

Source of Information
Saw Others

Number
2

Per Cent
4,0.0~

-

Read How
Assisted by Vocational
Agricultural Teacher
1.
2.

All Day School
Evening School

County Agents
Totals

1

20.00%

2

J+0.00%

5

100.00%
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Various reasons were Jiven why the 43 farmers did
not use this practice.

It is revealed in Table V that

the greatest single factor was the farmers did not need
Nineteen or 44.19 per cent of the farmers did not

it.

need it.

Somewhat similar to this group were that sixteen

or 37.12 per cent of the farmers did not have the equip-

ment.

The number who listed they did not know was small

in comparison to the two preceeding reasons.

This is

probably due to the fact that little skill is required
in the process of ditching.

See Table V.

TABLE V

FARMERS WHO DID NOT DITCH
THEIR LAND
Number

Per Cent

Did Not Know How

6

13.95~

Did Not Want To

2

4,.65%

Did Not Need It

19

44.19%

Did Not Have The Equipment

16

37.21%

43

100.00%

Reasons For Not Ditching

Other Reasons

Totals

Strip Cropping

or

the seven farm.er~ who strip cropped? it was ~ound

that f?ur were.directly influenced by vocatio~al agricultural instruction.

One saw others.

One was influenced by
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reading and one was influenced by the A. A. A. office.
Out of the forty-eight farmers surveyed the data reveals
that forty-one did not strip crop at all.

Their reasons

are seen in Table VI.

TABLE VI
FARMERS WHO DID NOT STRIP
CROP THEIR LAND

Reasons For Not Strip Cropping

Number

Per Cent

17

41.46%

Did Not Want To

4

9.76%

Did Not Need To

14

34.15%

5

12.20%

1

2.43%

41

100.00%

Did Not Know

Did Not Have The Seed
Other Reasons
Total

Here again observation proves that statements of
farmers are not consistent with what is actually needed,
as observed by the surveyor.

This seems to be a lack of

knowledge concerning strip cropping.

Contour Cultivation
Of the forty-eight owner-operators surveyed, five
used contour cultivation on their farms.
not use this practice.

Forty~three did

The vocational agricultural

teacher assisted or gave information to three of the five
who did use the practice.

One of the farmers received in-

struction in all day class work and the other two from
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home supervision.

The remaining two of the five who used

contour cultivation, listed that they learned the techniques involved in this practice from observation.

Here

again the action of these two farmers may have bean the
result of indirect information from vocational agricultural instruction, because they used this improved practice as a result of seeing others.

TABLE VII
FARMERS WHO DID NOT USE
CONTOUR CULTIVATION
Reasons For Not Contour
Cultivating

Number

Per Cent

19

44.19%

Did 'Not Want To

0

-

Did Not Need It

20

46.50%

1

2.33%

3

6.98%

43

100.00%

Did Not Know How

Did Not Have The Equipment

Other Reasons
Total

Table VII reveals that nineteen or 44.19 per cent of
the forty-three farmers who did not contour cultivate,

did not know how.

Twenty or 46.51 per cent of them

stated they did not need it.

Through observation of the

surveyor, it was noted that it was the lack of knowledge
which caused some of the farmers to state that, because
their farms were obviously eroded.

They too needed in-

struction as well as those who stated that they did not

know how.
Cover Cropping
In the study of the survey made of the farm-owneroperators in Post Osk Community Ledbetter, Lee County,
Texas, the writer finds that seven farmers used the improved practices of cover cropping and forty-one did not.
The writer finds that of the seven farmers that used
cover cropping three received instruction from the vocational agricultural teacher; whereas the same number and
per cent stated they received help or information from the

A. A. A. office.

It is a general practice of the A. A1 A.

office to give reduced rates on seeds to be used for cover
cropping.

This may in part explain why some of these

farmers gave credit for information to the A. A. A. in
spite of their instruction in all day and evening school
classes.

The surveys show that they are former students

of all day and evening school classes.
One of the farmers stated that he received his information from seeing others.

Again the surveyor wishes to

point out that this may have been the influe~ce of the
vocational agricultural teacher.
Reasons of the 41 farmers who did not use eover cropping appear in Table VII.

See Table VII on the next page.

TABLE VIII
FARMERS WHO DID NOT USE
COVER CROPPING

Reasons For Not Using Cover Number
Cropping

Per Cent

Did Not Know How

16

39.67%

Did Not want To

1

2.44%

Did Not Need It

7

17.07%

13

Jl.07%

4

9.75%

41

100.00%

Did Not Have the Seeds
Other Reasons
Total

The above table reveals that the greatest single
factor that caused the farmers to not cover crop was the
lack of knowledge.

Sixteen or 39.67 per cent of the farm-

ers did not know how, this points directly to the need of
vocational agricultural instruction.

The seven farmers

that said they did not need it; from the observation of
the surveyor it was a lack of information on the part of
the farmers that caused them to think they did not need it.
Thirteen or Jl.07 per cent did not have the seed.

Using Barnyard Manures
The practice of using barnyard manures appears to be
the most widely used of the improved practices surveyed.

This may be accounted for by the fact that it takes little
or no skill to put it into operation.

However, the manures

may be figured on a quantitative basis rather than a
qualitative basis as ~ill be revealed in Table XI in the
section Making Compost.

Table IX points out the wide

usage of this improved practice as to the number who used
it and the sources of information.

TABLE IX
FARMERS WHO USED BARNYARD MANURES

Sources of Information

Saw Others

Number

Per Cent

14

45.16%

Assisted by Vocational
Agricultural Teacher
1.

All Day Class

6

19.35%

2.

Evening School

10

32.26%

l

3.23%

A. A. A.
Total

31

100.00%

Table IX shows clearly that the greatest number or
per cent of the farm owner-operators used the improved
practice of using barnyard manures.

Thirty-one of the

forty-eight farmers surveyed used this improved practice.

Seventeen did not.

Of the thirty-one that used

this improved practice six or 19.35 per cent received instruction in all day classes; ten or J2.26 per cent received instruction in evening school classes.

This is a

total 0£ sixteen or 51.61 per cent of those using this improved practice who were directly influenced by the
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vocational agricultural teacher.

Fourteen or 45.16 per

cent received their instruction from seeing others.

This

could in all possibilities be the indirect influence of
the vocational agricultural teacher.

None of the seventeen farmers that did not use barnyard manures stated that they did not know how.
did any state that they did not want it.

per cent stated that they did not need it.
a lack of knowledge.

any.

Neither

Seven or 41.78
Here again is

Five or 29.41 per cent did not have

Three or 17.65 per cent had it but no way of getting

it to the field.

Two or 11.76 per cent stated other reasons.

See the Table X that follows.
TABLE I

FARMERS WHO DID NOT USE
BARNY ARD MANURES

Reasons For Not Using

Barnyard Manures

Numbers

Per Cent

-

Did Not Know How

0

Did Not Want To

0

Did Not Need It

7

41.18%

Did Not Have Any

5

29.41~

Did Not Have Any
Way To Put It On

3

17.65%

2

11.76%

17

100.00%

Other Reasons
Total
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Making Compost For Saving Barnyard Manures
The following table . reveals that none of the farmers
Forty-five or 93.76 per cent

made and used a compost.

of the farmers stated that they did not know how to make
a compost.

One stated he did not want it.

did not need it.

One stated he

One stated other reasons, but from the

questions tactfully asked concerning how to make a compost by the surveyor none of the three knew how to make a
compost.

TABLE ll
FARMERS WHO DID NOT MAKE A
COMPOST FOR SAVING BARNYARD
MANURES

Reasons For Not Making
A Compost

Number

Per Cent

45

93.76%

Did Not Want It

1

2.08%

Did Not Need It

l

2.08%

Other Reasons

1

2.08%

4,8

100.00%

Did Not Know How

Total

Here is a definite need for more instruction and
follow up.

Even though barnyard manures were used ex-

tensively as revealed by Table II, the farmers may have
lost most of the value before they reached the field.

flle I. R. Banks Library
Pn.ir~e View A. & M. Coll•p
hair1e View, Texas
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Legumes
In the improved practice of planting legumes, the
writer finds that sixteen farmers used this practice, and
thirty-two farmers did not.

Table XII shows the distribu-

tion of those that used the practice and the sources of inf'ormation.

TABLE XII
FARMERS WHO PLANTED LEGUMES

Sources of Information

Number

Per Cent

Saw others

4-

Read How

1

25.00%
6.25%

Assisted by Vocational
Agricultural Instructor
1.

All Day

1

6.259'

2.

Evening School

4

25.00%

6

37-50%

16

100.oost

A. A. A.

Total

Table Ill shows that sixteen farmers of the fortyeight surveyed used this i mproved practice.
did not.

Thirty-two

Of the sixteen farmers that used this improved

practice, one received instruction from all day class
work, four received their instruction from evening school
instruction.

This is a total of five that were infl·uenced

directly by the vocational agricultural instructor.

Four

stated that they were influenced by seeing others but the
survey shows that two of the four were former members of
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evening school classes.

The one that read how was also a

former member of evening school classes, and one of the
six that stated that they received their information from
A. A. A. were former members of all day classes and two of
the six were former evening school class members.

This

means that three of the six that said they received their
instruction from the A. A. A. received instruction from
the vocational agricultural instructor.
Table XIII shows the number of farmers who did not
plant legumes and reasons for not doing so.

TABLE XIII
FARMERS WHO DID NOT PLANT LEGUMES

Reasons For Not Planting

Number

Per Cent

Did Not Know How

g

25.0~

Did Not Want

To

4

12.50%

Did Not Need It

3

9.3si

15

4,6.87%

2

6.25%

32

100.00%

Did Not Have Seed
Other Reasons
Total

The greatest obstacle encountered by the farmers in
adopting this improved practice was the lack of seed to
plant.

Fifteen or 4,6.87 per cent of those who did not

plant legume did not have the seed.
cent did not know how.

Eight or 25.00 per

Four or 12.50 per cent did not want
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to.

Three or 9.J8 per cent stated they did not need it.

The last three that stated they did not need it shows the
lack of information.

Yet, by observation of the surveyor,

planting legumes would help.
Using Commercial Fertilizers
Out of the thirteen farmers that used commercial

fertilizers, five were directly influenced by the vocational agricultural instructor.

One saw others.

Four of

the seven that stated that their source of information was
the A. A. A. office were former students of evening school
classes.

Their answers may have been influenced by the

financial assistance received from the A. A. A. office.

TABLE XIV
FARMERS WHO DID NOT USE
COMMERCIAL FERTILIZES
Reasons For Not Using
Commercial Fertilizers

Number

Per Cent

Did Not Know How

3

a.57%

Did Not Want To

3

8.57%

Did Not Need It

11

Jl.4.3%

Was Not Able To Purchase It

15

42.86%

3

8.51%

35

100.oo~

Other Reasons
Total

For not adopting this improved practice in Table

nv

the writer finds the factor of not being able to purchase
the commercial fertilizers in the highest single factor
stated that prevented the farmers from not using this

practice.

Fifteen or

42.a6 per cent could not purchase

it.

Eleven or Jl.43 per cent thought they did not need

it.

Three or 8.57 per cent did not know how.

Three or

s.57 per cent did not want to. Three or s.57 per cent
saw others.

The fact that eleven or 31.43 per cent of

the farmers that did not use commercial fertilizers
thought they did not need it is evidence that more vocational agricultural instruction is needed.
Planting~ (!2,2 steep
~ Pasture

f2!: field crop production)

It may be pointed out here that the Post Oak Community
Ledbetter, Lee County, Texas is mostly composed of
reasonably level land with the exception of a small
section on the north eastern part of this community.
This may be a contending factor in understanding why
thirty-four or 77.27 per cent of the farmers stated that
they did not need it.
Two of the farmers that did plant land to pasture

were directly influenced by the vocational agricultural
instructor.

The other two that stated they saw others

may have been indirectly influenced by the vocational
instructor because the other&,. they saw may have been
some fanners that were directly influenced by the vocational agricultural instr~otor.
Table XV shows the distribution of the farmers who
did not use this improved practice.

By far the largest

single factor that kept the farmers from using this improved practice is fact that they do not need to.

Thirty

four or 77.27 per cent did not need it.
cent did not know how.

Six or 13.64 per

tour or 9.09 per cent had other

reasons.
TABLE XV
FARMERS WHO DID NOT PLANT LAND ( TOO

STEEP FOR FIELD CROP PRODUCTION) TO
PASTURE

Number

Per Cent

Did Not Know How

6

lJ.64%

Did Not Want It

-

Did Not Need It

34

77.27%

4

9.09%

44

100.00%

Reasons For Not

Could Not Buy Seeds
Did Not Have The
Equipment
Other Reasons
Total

Controlling Gullies
The practice of controlling gullies is somewhat
paralled to the practice of planting land (too steep for
crop production) to pasture.

Here again the same geologi-

cal factor of level land enters to give clear understanding
as to why twenty two or 56.41 per cent of the farmers who

did not control gullies stated they did not need it.

Three

of the farmers received information in all day class instruction, and two received instruction in evening school
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classes.

This is a total of five of the farmers who were

directly influenced by the vocational agricultural instructor.

The other four saw others which could be the

indirect influence of the vocational agricultural instructor.
For the fanners who did not use this improved practice,
Table XVI shows that twenty-two of 56.41 per cent did not
need it.

This may be accounted for by the fact that this

is a fairly level community.

Only nine or 23.08 per cent

of the tanners who did not use this improved practice did
not know how.

Seven or

17.95 per cent thought it too much

labor.
TABLE XVI

FARMERS WHO DID NOT CONTROL

GULLIES AND REASONS FOR NOT

Reasons For Not

Number

Per Cent

Did Not Know How

9

Did Not Want To

-

Did Not Need It

22

56.41%

7

17.95%

1

2.56i

39

100.0()%

It Took Too Much Labor
Other Reasons
Total
GraduallI Deepening!!!!_~

Four farmers received their instruction in all day
clas, and two received their instruction in evening school
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classes.

This is a total of six of the farmers who

gradually deepened their soil; received instruction from
the vocational agricultural instructor.

One saw others;

one read how.
The number of farmers who did not gradually deepen
their soil are shown in Table XVII.

This table shows the

distributions of the farmers as to the reasons why they did
not gradually deepen the soil.

The obstacle which prevented

the farmer from gradually deepening his soil most was the
lack of knowled e.

This points to the fact that more in-

formation is needed from the vocational agricultural instructor, especially along this line.

TABLE XVII
FARMERS WHO DID NOT GRADUALLY
DEEPEN THE SOIL

Reason For Not

Number

Per Cent

25

62.50~

Did Not Want To

2

5.00%

Did Not Need It

5

12.50%

Did Not Have Team or Power

6

15.00%

2

5.00%

40

100.00%

Did Not Know How

Other Reasons

Total

Twenty-five or 6i.50 per cent of the forty farmers
who did not gradually deepen the soil did not know how.
Two did not want to.

This is also a lack of information.
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Five of the farmers stated they did not need it.
this is a lack of information.

Again

A total of thirty-two or

80.00 per cent of the farmers who did not gradually deepen

their soil needed more instruction along this line.

CHAPTER IV

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS,
AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Findings
The findings in this study show that the majority of
the farm owner-operators of Post Oak Community had received some type of vocational agricultural instruction
between 192g and 1950.

It was further revealed that this

instruction was distributed between the all day class work
and the evening school work.
In the study of all the improved practices used, data
reveal that the farmers who had received instruction from
the vocational agricultural instructor used on an average
more of the improved practices surveyed than the farmers
who received instruction only from all the other sources
combined.
The writer found also that the greatest single obstacle
encountered by the farmers which prevented their using the
listed improved practices was the lack of knowledge concerning them.

Other obstacles encountered were lack of

equipment and insufficient finance.

In the case where old

age was a factor, physically handicapped was stated as a
reason for not using many of the improved practices.
In all cases when farmers used an improved practice,
the source of information was requested.

~ome of the

sources other than the vocational agricultural instructor
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were seeing others, county agricultural agents, A. A. A.
offices.

A number of the farmers received their instruc-

tion from some of these sources.
No part time nor day unit class work has influenced
any of these farmers in this community.

1

One hundred seven of the improved practices studied
were used.

Fifty-four or 50.47 per cent were influenced by

the vocational agricultural instructor.

Fifty-three or 49.

53 per cent were influenced by other sources.
sources

These other

ere such as, read how, saw others, A. A. A., county

agent.

The reason famers failed to use 185 or 39.19 per
cent of the 464 practices that were studied was because
they did not know how.

One hundred fifty-three stated

because they did not need it.

The writer is convinced by

observation that 99 of the 153 did need it.

It was the

farmers unawareness or lack of knowledge that caused him to
say he did not need.

If this observation be true, then the

farmers failed to use 284 or 60.17 per cent of the improved
practices studied due to a lack of knowledge.

Thirty-

four or 7.20 per cent did not need to plant land (too steep
for field crop production) to pasture and 19 or 4.03 per
cent did not need to ditch.

Thirty-three or 6.99 per cent

of the reasons for not using the improved practices were
due to economical conditions - not having seed to plant

See appendix for summary map.
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cover crops, strip crop, and legumes.

Twenty-five or

5.30 per cent of the improved practices were not used because they did not want to.

Twenty-four or 5.08 per cent

of the improved practices were not used because they did
not have the equipment.

The reasons the other improved

practices were not used were as follows in order of their
number:

Other reasons, seventeen or 3.60 per cent; were

not able to purchase commercial fertilizers, fifteen or
3.18 per cent; it took too much labor (to control gullies) ,
seven or 1.48 per cent; did not have the team or power, six
or 1.27 per cent; did not have any (barnyard manures) , five

or 1.06 per cent and did not have time to put it on (barnyard manures, three or .64 per cent.
On

the basis of the findings in this study , the writer

offers the following conclusions and recommendations:
Conclusions
The

writer concludes

1.

That farmers improve faster after taking vocational
agricultural instruction.

2.

That the results of this study furnishes information
which shows that more emphasis should be put on
adult or evening school class instruction.

J.

That the results of this study reveal that more
local supervision and follow-up of instruction
is needed.

4.

That this study helps in revising the vocational
agricultural program in Post Oak Community.
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Recommendations
The writer recommends
1.

That more courses be taught in the all-day and
evening school concerning the maintaining, restoring, and improving the fertility of the soil.

2.

That part-time class instruction be offered in a

more effective manner.

3. More follow-up instruction be given.
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APPENDIX A
This is a summary chart of farmers who used the listed
improved practices and who were influenced by the vocational agricultural instructor and those who were influenced
by all other sources together and the average of each other

source in each improved practice studied.

SUMMARY

CHART
',

No.

ImproTed
Practices
Studied

No. of Farmers
Using Improved
Practice

No. of Farmers
Influenced by
Vocational Agric.
Instructor

Per
Cent

Per Cent

IQ. of Farmers

-

-

-

-

-

2

40.00

l

2

40.00

3

42.86

3

l

14.29

2

40.00

l

2

40.00

4

57.14

2

2

28.57

15

48.39

2

7.5

22.58

-

-

-

-

11

68.75

3

3.6?

22.92

g

61.54

2

4

30.77

1

Terracing

2

2

100.00

2

Ditching

5

3

60.oo

Ilfluenced by all
Ot er Sources

Total No.
of Different
Other Sources
Involved

Average No.
Per Cent
of Farmers
Influenced
by Each
Other Source

I
I

J

Strip Cropping

7

4

57.14
I

4

Contour Culvating

5

3

60.00
I

5

Cover Cropping

6

Using Barnyard Manures

7

3

I

42.86

[I

31

16

;i

51.66

., :,
:

I

7

Making
Compost

0

-

-

-

I

I

!

8

Planting
Legumes

9

Applying
Commercial
Fertllizers

16

5

31.25

l
13

5

i

II

3s.46
1

I

10

Planting Land
to Pasture

4

2

50.00

2

50.00

1

2

50.00

11

Controlling
Gullies

9

5

55.56

4

44.44

1

2

44.44

2

25.00

2

1

12.50

'51

lak2.52

-

-

..

,
l

12

TOTAL

Gradually Deepen8
ing the Soil

107

6

54

75.00

50.47

.,

'

l
i

APPENDIX B
This is a summary chart of farmers who did none of
the· improved practices and reasons for not doing them.

SUMMARY
Impr ov d
Pra ctice
Studied

CHART

Did Not
Did Not
Kno How Want To

Did Not

Ned It

31

1

6

6

2

19*

St rip Cr pping

17

4

14

Contour Cultivating

19

Cov r Cropping

16

1

U i ng Barnyard
anures

0

7

Terracing
Ditching

20

Did Not

Have

Equipment

Did Not
Have Seed

id Not
Not Did Not Have
It Took
Did Not
Other
ave Any Was
Able To Team or Power Too Much Have
Any
Reasons
Purchase
Labor
Way To
It
Put It On

7

-

-

-

16

-

-

-

-

-

-

5

-

-

1

-

-

-

l

-

-

3

-

-

-

14

-

-

5

5

-

-

-

3

2

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

l

7

-

Making a Co post 45

l

1

Planting Legumes

8

4

3

Applying Co
rcial Fertilizers

3

3

11

-

15

-

-

-

-

Planting Land To

15

2

Pa ture

6

34*

-

-

-

-

-

4

Cont rolling
Gullies

9

22

-

-

-

7

-

l

-

-

6

-

-

2

5

15

6

7

3

Gr adually Deepening the Soil
25

2

5

185

25

152

Total

24

33

17

APPENDIX C
This is the original instrument used in the study
to find the e£fectiveness of Vocational Agricultural

Instruction in Maintaining , Restoring, and Improving
the Fertility of the soil in Post Oak Community,
Ledbetter, Lee County, Texas.

Dear Sirs or Ea.darns;
l-Jl\~urpose of this study is to find the effectiveness of Vocational

Agricultural Instrt·ction in Mai ntaining, Restoring and Improving the Fertility of the soil in Post Oak Community, Ledbetter, Lee Oovnty, Texas.
If this study is ~~operly executed it will furnish a basis for improving
the economic co;:i.ditions of your community.
The fertility of our soil is one of our most valuabl e natural assets.

Pl ease answer all questions accurately.

The validity of t his study wil]

depend largely upon the accuracy of your answers .
This information found i n this study may be subjected to circulation so
pleace be accurate .

1

A Cbect List -Q~t±onna.tre

Fpr Negro Land-Owners• Farmers of Post

Oak Community, Ledbetter, Lee County, Texas

1.

Na.me-------------------------·---====-

2.

Address Route - - - - - - - ~Box;.,______Town:,_________
State______________________________

.3.

How lone have yo~vmed this fa.rm ? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

4.

Acres in field crops ?

----------------------- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

5. Acres in pasture----·---·-- - - -

•---M
•-----------------------------

6.

Acres in home site? ---------------------------- _________

7/

Have you attended vocational agricultural classes in;
A.

All D'·y inst ruction ?-- ----------------------

When? "-~----------------------~----------~---------.....:---Wllere? -------------------------------------- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

B.

Day unit inst~ction?--------------------------

·$~~. ;,.· \rJ'hen

~,:,

?--------------------------..-..------.-... --------------

___ _______

Where?~--------~---------------~-~-~..._..._..._
•

c.

.....,

-----------

time instruction?--------------------

Pa.1,t
·•

.

. .

...

-----------

When?------------------------------- -- -

---

Where?----..·---------------------...-------·__......_

..

n.

Evening School instruction?--------------------

When?---------------------------·------.....

-----------

Where?------------~-----~-----------·---·---8. Terracing:

-----------

A.

Have you terraced your farm?----------

B.

If so, wba.t ycars-----------------•--lst----------2nd •_ _ _ _ _ _ 3rd. ________4th •.______ 5th •._ _ __

c.

Number of acres terraced each year . . .----kt:_____________'"

2

2nd._____.3rd._____4th. ______ 5th.__________

D.

Number of yards run each year?-----------~l~s~t_________

2nd. _____3rd._________4th. ______,th. ________
E~

If you terraced your farm how did you get the information as to
how to terrace:

------------

1. Saw others------·-- - -------------------

-----------

2. Read how----------------------------

3 .- Assisted by a vocational agricultural 1:;,T:.;:h;;_tr_
teacher.--------------------------

-----------

a. What type or types of assistance
were given?----------------------- __________

---------------------------

~f

4. Other method
(name it)
a, _________.__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _......_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

F.

~

__________
,•

If you did not te1r ace your farm, why not~"\_, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
1. Did not know h6w?-----------------

_..

---·

2. Did not want to?-------------------

---------------------

3. Did not need to?-------------------

4. Did not have the equipment?---------5. Other reason
(name it)
a.

9.

Ditching:

---·- --------------------------

-----------~ - - - - - - ) r d ._ _ _ _ _.4th. _ _ _ _ _ 5th. _ _ __

A. Have you ditched your farm?------ ---------B.

If so, w t years?--------- -----------1st

c.

Number of acres ditche

3rd.__

2nd.

D.

4th.

Number of yards run each yea:r?----

,-,~
.

..st
5th.

•st

5th.

4th. ·

rd.

2nd.

E.

each year?--- ,

I f you ditched your farm hew did you get the information as to how
to ditch?

---------~
----------

1. Saw other s- - - - ··- ----------------

2. Read how------------------------

3 . Assisted by a vocational agricultural ~

_________

teacher.------------------------

a . What type or types of assistance
were given?----------------------------------

--------4. Other

__ _________- ------...,.

method

(name it)
a.

F.

....,........,.._ .....,_

.....

.
-- -------------------,._

If you did not ditch your farm, why not?--•~:~."
.• •·
........,,..-~
1. Did not know how------··---------------2. Did

'

...

--not want to-----------------------------.,.

___________

J~ Did not need it---------- -----------

4. Did not have the e0,uipment------------------------

5. Other reason
(name it)

10.

Strip Cropping

----------

A. Have you strip cropped your farm?-----------

---------

B. If so, what years?------------------------lst

c.

4th.

3rd.

2nd.

Number of a cre s strip cropped each .•

?--lst
5th.

4th.

3rd.

2nd.

~h...

D. Number of yards planted ea ch year?-------lst,
5th.

4th.

3rd.

2nd.

E. If you stri p cropped your f arm how did you get the information as to
how to strip crop.

1. Saw others--------- ---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -~ - - 2 • Read how ---------------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

3. Assisted by a vocational agricultura l

t,.'l!l.t~'I"'

---

tea cher.----- ---- - ----- - - - - - - - - - - - -

a. What t ype or type s of aosis tance
were [:, i ven?,- .;'l'i~-------------------------------

4.

Ot her method
(nrune it)
a.

F. If you di d ·n~t,·• f!trip crop your f arm, why not?

1. Did not lmow how------------------

-----------

2. Did not want to ..;_(:~--------------------

3. Did not need it -----------·--··---- ----- .

4.

Did not havo t he seed --

---~-----------------·- ---

5. Other rea son

(name i t)

------ ------------11.

Contour Ciltuvati ng
A. Have you used contour cultivation on your farm? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
B. If so, wha t ye.:- rs

?------------------------kb_ _______

2nd. ______ Jrd.

------- ·----4th

5th

·--------

s
c.

Number of acres contour •, oultivated each year? 1st._________
2nd. _ _ _ _ _Jrd. _ _ _ _ _4th. _ _ _ _ _ 5th. _ _ _ _ _ _ __

D.
E. If you used contour cultivation on your farm how did you getihe
information as to how to contour cultiYate.
1 .. Saw others?----- ___________.._

------------------------·

2. Read how? - - - - - - ~ - - - - - - - - -

3 • Assusted by a vocational agricultural '~'(·

-------·----

teacher.-----.....-----.- -.......--............... -.........._.........
~

a. What type or types of assistance
were

-----~-..- - - -- ------·- -..........-.- ------

4. Other method
(ll.8llle it)

a.---------------------------------------

F., If you did not use contour cul tuvation, why not?

1. Did not know how?-----------------2. Did not want to?

J. Did

4.

not ne ed it?

____ __
....,

._....._..,.___,__...___._

-----·------

Other ~a.son
(name it)

a.

-- - ---- ------------------.........

-~.

Cover cropping

-----------·-~---------

Have you sued cover crops on your farm?--------

B. If so, what ycars?----------------------lst
2nd. ______3rd. _ _ _ __,4th. _ _ _ _ _ 5th. _ _ _ _ _ __

__________

C. Number of acres of cover crops planted each -...
'>"1-..►.
......-'~~-

year .----------------~-----------~-~-----~lsr·

2nd. _ _ _ _ _ 3rd. _____,.i4th. _ _ _ _ _ 5th. _ _ _ _ _ __

6

D.
E. If you used cover crops on your farm hGW:? did you get the information
as to how to plant .cover crops:

------

1. Saw others---------------- -----------

----- ------

2. Read how---------------------------------

.3. Assmsted by a vocational agricultural l,
teacher ---------------·-----------··----------

a. What type or types of assil;rtance
were given--------------------....-----------

____________________________
_________ ________________

.,,._
,
..
~

,_.......,.._,__..,._..

-------- --..-- --- -------------...

4. Other method
(name it)

a.

----·- ----

·-

------------------

F. If you did not uce cover crops on your farm, why not?

------------

1. Did not know how-----------------------2. Did not want to
3

Did not need it

4.

Did not have the seeds -------------

-----------

5. Other reason
(name it)
a.

1.3.

------------------------------

Using Darnyard Manures:

----------------------- ----- ---------

A. Have :·ou used oarnyard manures on yo r farm---

B. If so, what years? ------------------------1st.

2nd .....___,_ _ _3rd.

c.

4th.

5th.

Number of acres fe:c t ilized each year ---------1st
2nd.

3rd.

4th.

5th.

D. Number of yoard spread each year----~----------lst

7

2nd. _ _ _ _ _3rd. _ _ _ _ _4th. _ _ _ _ _ 5th. _ _ _ _ _ _ __

E. If you used

'J

nyard manures on your farm how did you get the

information as to how to use

yard manures-___________

1. Saw others ----· ·---- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - -- ______

2. Read bow--------------------------------3. Assisted

by a vocat ional agricultural·~

teacl1er ----- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - a . What type or types of assistance
were given------------------------------

------ ---·- -------------- -----·
4. Other method
(n."'-Dle it)

a.

--------------------------

F. If you did not use barnyard manures on your farm, why not?
1. Did not lmow how- - - - - - - - -

---------3. Did not need it - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _________
2. Did not want to - - - - ------------

4. Did not have "illY 1..arnyard manures - - -- - - - - - - -- ~

5. Did not have any way of etting it put

-------

on the farm ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

6. Other r eason
(n:mi.o it)

a.
14.

- -- ·--------------------

Ma.king compost .~or saving barnyard manures .

A. Have rr.ou made a compost for saving barnyard
manures on - ot:.i farm --------------------

B. If oo ,

w)ll', t

~· oars -------------------1st.

----------

2nd , _ _ _ _ _ 31 d . _ _ _ _ _ 4th . _ ____ 5th._j_·_ _ _ _ _ __

c.

Size of f arm mo.de and years

------------let.

-----------

8

2nd.___ _ _ _3rd. _ _ _ _ _4th. _ _ _ _ _ 5th. _ _ _ _ _ _ __
D. Number of cubic yards made

-------------1st.__________

2nd. ______ 3r d . _ _ _ _ _4th. ______ 5:th. ___.._____

E. If you made a compost f or saving barnyard manures on your f arm how
did you get t he i nformation as to how to make t he compost;

-----------

1. Saw ot hers

--- -------- ---------------

2. Read how - ------------------ ---------------------- 3. As sisted

by a vocat io~al agr i cultural

-----------

teacher ---- - -·--- - · •- - ---- - - ---------a . What t J-pe or t ypes of assist ance

were given -----------------------------------

- ---·- -- -.--..------·- --- - - 4. Other method

-----· -·- ·- --------------

(name i't'~

a.

-- - - - - - - -·- ---

F. If you di d not make a compos t f or saving bar nyard manures on your

farm, why not?

----------

1. Did not know how ----- -- ---------------2. Di d not want t o
3. Did not need i t

------------------------~----------- -------.- ·-----------------

...

4. Other reason
(name i t )

a.
Pl anting Legumes

-----------------~-------------------1st.

A. Have you pl anted legumes on your f arm-------B. I f so, what years
2nd .

c.

Number

2nd .

3rd .

---------

4t h .

5t h.

-

of e.cres pl anted to l egumes e· ch year-1st

-

3rd.

L:.th.

-·
;,.,

9

D.
E. If you planted leguminous crops on your f arm how .did you get the
i nformation as to how and why to plant legumes
1. Saw others --- - -------------·------ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

-----------

2, Rend how--------------------------3. Assisted by a voca tional agricultural~,

teacher------------ - - - ·-- · ·-----------------------a, What type o~ typos of ~istanoe
wer e given -·- -------------------- ___________

---- .,_._,_ .

- ~

____________________

._.....,..,.....

-- ----------- ------------------

4. Other method
(name

i t)

a.

_#_,___________________

F, If you did not plant l egurni.lnous crops on your farm, why not,?

1. Di d not lmow how----------------- -----

--

2 .. Did not want to

--~------~-~-------..-----------------

3, Did not need it

4. Did not hnve the

eeed ____________ .,. _________ _ _.._

5. Other rea son
(name it)

16,

Applying Commerci al Fortilizer s:
A. Have you applied coimr.ercial fertilizers to your

farm?-------------------------~---------~--------------

B• If so, what years-------· ·--- - ..

-------------1st•~·- ----- ____

2nd. ________ 3rd. _ _ _ _ _4th.

CJ

Number of acres fert i lized each year -------1st. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

2nd.

------3rd.-----4th ·------5th ·----- ---

...l,

2nd. _ _ _ _.3rd._,_ _ _ _ 4th. ______ 5th. _ _ _ _ _ _ __

E,i- H: -7'U ·aP,plied commercial fertilizers to yoFr farm how did you get
the i.mformation as to how to apply commercial fertilizers.

------------

1. Saw others -------------------------

-----~---

2. Read how ---------· •-·-----------------

3. Assisted by a vocational agricultural

--------------

teacher ____.., ______,..,._ ____•---...---------

a. What ty<~e or types ·of assistance

were given----------~---~--~-~-~~-------------

·- ------·- ---------·
4. Other method
(name it:)

a.

F. If you did not apply comm ~rci 1 rertilizers to your farm, why not?

-----------

1. Did not know how---------------------2. reit not want to

3~ Did not need it

--~------------------~___________

..,.._,

4. Was not able to purchase it

-----------

5. Other reason

,.

(name it)

a.

17.

..,..

___ --------

Planting land (too steep for field crop production) to pastu~es:

A. Have you planted your farm lands (too steep
for crop prodnction) t o pasture?
B. If so, what ;•ca.r s

2nd.

---------

---------------------------1st.

_______.,

-----3rd.-----4th .

r.th

·--------

11

c.

Number of acres planted to past ure each year-_lst. _ _ _ _ _ __

2nd. _ _ _ _ _3rd. _ _ _ _ _4th._~____ 5th. _ _ _ _ _ __

D. Pounds o:::' seed planted to pasture each year-- 1st., _________
2nd. _ _ _ _ _ 3rd. ______4th. ______ 5th ~"_ _ _ _ __

E. If you planted your l and (too steep for crop prod1-.ction) to pasture
how di d you get t he information as to how to plant your land (too
s teep for crop production) to pasture:
1. Saw others - - - - -- ------------------- - - - - - - -

2. Read how - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

3. Assisted

by a voca tional agr i cul tural

-----------

t eacher------ - ··-------------•-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
a. Wha t t ype or types of a~sistancc
wore given-------------------------------

1

4. Other met hod
(name :tt )
a.

---- - - - -

-

- - - ------- - --- - - -

F. If you di d not p) ant your l .:i.nd(too steep for field crop production)
to pasture, why not?

-------------------

1. Di d not lmow how ----------------· --~

2 • Did not want to ------------ ·~-- ----------

----·- -----

3. Did not nee~ it------------------

-----------

4. Could not ' uy the s eeds---------5. Otlter reason
(name i t)

·.p .

------ - - · ----------·-----

Controlling Gullies:

-------------

A. Have you controlled gul lies on your f arm---~-

,.,_........
B. If so, what yea.rs

3rd.

2nd.

c.

------------- -

----------· -- - --------.... --....1st-...

Number of acres :..onefited each year

---1st.

5th. _ __

4th .

.3rd ._

2nd.

5th. _

4 th .

D. Number of ,;·ards coniroll0d each year

2nd. _ _ _ _ _ _.3rd . _ _ _ __

-------lsj:.,~- - - - -4th . _ _ _ _ _ .J'tb. _ _ __

E . If you cont r olled gullico on your farm how dd you cret the informat.--

ion as to how to control gullies :
1. Sa\1 others ----------------------------- _ _ _ _ __

----------3. A sisted by a voca·ional agricultural
teacher -----·------- - - --------------------------2 . Ret d ..ow ------ - ---- - · •---------------

a . What type or types of assistance

were given----- ------------------------- -- - __ . .

------4. Other

mothod

(nan1e it )
a.

---·- - ··-·-----

F. If you did not control gul~ies on your farm, \Thy not?
!,.? •

2. Did not want to

+Jf u ,- .

:.

1. f

~~ •,J,,I>· t" ·

'
---------------------------~
--------·
\;, • -<·

-------

3 • Did not need • - - - -·-----------------

•

tie

4. It too:;: t oo much 10.bor --------------5. Other re,:,.s on
(na.."?Je it)

-------- - - -- ------

13
19.

Gradually deepening the soil:
A. Have you cr adual l y deepened the soil on your

---~------ -

farni?----------------------.. -------- -----------

·

B. If so, what years ---------------------------1:Jt _________

2nd. ~ - - - 3 r d . _ _ _____4th. _ _ _ _ _ 5th. _ _ _ _ _ ___

c.

On how many a cres each ye~r -------------1st. __________
2nd. _ __ ___3rd. ______4th. _ _ _ _ _ 5th. _ _.....,._ __ _

D. To how many inches each yc~r? ---------------1st. _ _ _ _ _ _ __
2nd. ______ ,Jrd. _ __ _ _4th. ______ 5th. _ _ _ _ _ __

E. If you gro.du lly <lccponed the soil on your farm how did you ('Ot the
information a s to how to gr adually deepen your soil:
1. Sa

1

others

-- ·-------------------... ----------

------·

-----

2. n0ad how ----··---- ---------------------

3. Assi3ted by a vocational agricultural
toe..chcr

------·-- - ---------------------

a. What type or types of ar·sistanco
wore given -----------------------___

k _ _ _ _ _ _ __

--------- - - - - - -------------4, Other method
(name it )

a.

---- - - -- --·---·---

F. If you did not gr o..clu.ally cleep9n tho soil on your farm, why not?

-------------

1. Did not know how --------------------2. Did not want to
3. Did not nood it

---------------------------------------------

~~

4, Did not hav0 the t0~ or powcr(trnctor)

------------

and equipment to do it --- ------------ • ·

5. Other roD.son
:1rune
el.•

it)

--- - -- - - - -...

...

....

